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 Review of the Online Exo-Vaticana Reports--Part 1-6
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Review of the Online Exo-Vaticana Reports--Part 1-6
Watch from 52 seconds on:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecMkshBqQ9I&feature=player_embedded
From Tom Horn’s EXO-VATICANA (Pt 1) we read:
“Such technical language aside, the “Observers” who are approved to operate VATT
and what they are using it for these days is what would take us through the looking
glass. This was confirmed minutes later by the Jesuit Father on duty that day (whom we
got on film) who told us that among the most important research occurring with the site’s
Vatican astronomers is the quest to pinpoint certain extrasolar planets and advanced
alien intelligence.”
While we were given complete and unrestricted opportunity to question how the
devices are used and what distinctives set each of the telescopes on Mt. Graham apart,
we had not expected the ease with which the astronomers and technicians would also
speak of UFOs! This was especially true when we walked up the gravel road from VATT
to the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT), where we spent most of the day with a systems

engineer who not only took us to all seven levels of that mighty machine—pointing out
the LUCIFER device and what it is used for (which he lovingly referred to as “Lucy”
several times and elsewhere as “Lucifer”) as well as every other aspect of the telescope
we tried to wrap our minds around—but who also stunned us as we sat in the control
room, listening to him and the astronomers speak so casually of the redundancy with
which UFOs are captured on screens darting through the heavens. Our friendly
engineer didn’t blink an eye, nor did any of the other scientists in the room, and we
were shocked at this, how ordinary it seemed to be.
But as much as the commonality of UFO sightings on Mt. Graham’s telescopes
intrigued, this was not the primary reason for our being there. We had come with deeper
questions concerning high-level Vatican astronomers and what they had been leaking
to, and discussing with, media in recent years. Captivating comments from Jesuit
priests like Guy Consolmagno—a leading astronomer who often turns up in
media as a spokesman for the Vatican who has worked at NASA and taught at
Harvard and MIT and who currently splits his time between the Vatican
Observatory and laboratory (Specola Vaticana) headquartered at the summer
residence of the Pope in Castel Gandolfo, Italy, and Mt. Graham in Arizona. Over
the last few years, he has focused so much of his time and effort in an attempt to
reconcile science and religion in public forums specifically as it relates to the subject of
extraterrestrial life and its potential impact on the future of faith that we decided to
contact him. He agreed to be interviewed from Rome, and over the numerous
exchanges that followed he told us some things that seemed beyond the scope. He
even sent us a copy of a private pdf, a literal goldmine of what he and the Vatican are
considering regarding the ramifications of astrobiology and specifically the discovery
of advanced extraterrestrials... in which he admits how contemporary societies
will soon “look to The Aliens to be the Saviours of humankind.”
Christians will not immediately need to renounce their faith in God “simply on
the basis of the reception of [this] new, unexpected information of a religious
character from extraterrestrial civilizations.” However, once the “religious
content” originating from outside the earth “has been verified” they will have
to conduct “a re-reading [of the Gospel] inclusive of the new data…”
– Vatican Astronomer, Eminent Theologian and Full Professor of Fundamental
Theology in Rome [Connected With Opus Dei], Father Giuseppe Tanzella-Nitti
From Part 2 we Read:
In our last entry top Vatican Astronomer Guy Consolmagno stated how contemporary
societies may soon “look to The Aliens to be the Saviours of humankind.” [i] To illustrate
the theological soundness of this possibility, Consolmago argues that humans are not
the only intelligent beings God created in the universe, and, he says, these non-human
lifeforms are described in the Bible. He starts by pointing to angels then surprises us by
actually referencing the Nephilim:
Other heavenly beings come up several times in the Psalms. For example, look at the
beautiful passage in Psalm 89 that calls out, “Let the heavens praise your wonders, 0
Lord, your faithfulness in the assembly of the holy ones…Likewise, God asks Job (38:7)
if any human can claim to have been around at the creation, “when the morning stars
sang together and all the heavenly beings shouted for joy .”

Are these “heavens,” “holy ones,” those “in the sky,” the “morning stars ... and heavenly
beings” more references to angels? Or do they refer to some other kind of life beyond
our knowledge?
Comment: No Guy, sorry to burst your heretical bubble but these verses are
referring to holy angels not space aliens.
…And these are not the only non-human intelligent creatures mentioned in the Bible.
There’s that odd, and mysterious, passage at the beginning of Genesis, Chapter 6, that
describes the “sons of God” taking human wives. With it is a frustratingly oblique
reference to “The Nephilim ...the heroes that were of old, warriors of renown .”
But whether you interpret these creatures as angels or aliens doesn’t really matter for
the sake of our argument here.
Comment: Oh yes it does as your are building an unbiblical theory based on total
lies. The point is that the ancient writers of the Bible, like all ancient peoples, were
perfectly happy with the possibility that other intelligent beings could exist. i[ii]
Read that again, then ask yourself: Did the Vatican’s top astronomer actually mean to
use the story of the Nephilim from the Bible as an example of the kind of “space saviors”
man could soon look to for salvation? This incredible assertion is only topped by what
he says next. In quoting John 10:16, which says, “And other sheep I have, which are not
of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice; and there shall be one
fold, and one shepherd,”
Comment: These “other sheep” are a clear reference to the Gentiles who had not
(when Jesus spoke these words) been reached yet with the Gospel of Jesus
Christ, not aliens on other planets!!
Consolmago then writes: “Perhaps it’s not so far-fetched to see the Second Person of
the Trinity, the Word, Who was present “In the beginning” (John 1:1), coming to lay
down His life and take it up again (John 10:18) not only as the Son of Man but also as a
Child of other races?” [iii]
So do Vatican scholars actually believe Jesus might have been the Star-Child of an
alien race? Does Consolmagno and/or other Jesuits secretly hold that the “Virgin Birth”
was in reality an abduction scenario in which Mary was impregnated by ET, giving birth
to the hybrid Jesus? As incredible as that sounds, you should prepare for the
unexpected answer as this series unfolds.
All this would seem impossible theology if not for the fact that other high ranking Vatican
spokespersons—those who routinely study from Mt. Graham—have been saying the
same in recent years. This includes Dr. Christopher Corbally, Vice Director for the
Vatican Observatory Research Group on Mt. Graham until 2012, who believes our
image of God will have to change if disclosure of alien life is soon revealed by scientists
(including the need to evolve from the concept of an “anthropocentric” God into a
“broader entity”), [iv]
Comment: Anthropocentric” means considering human beings as the most significant
entities of the universe.
The current Vatican Observatory director, Father Josè Funes has gone equally far,
suggesting that alien life not only exists in the universe and is “our brother” but will,
when manifested, confirm the “true” faith of Christianity and the dominion of Rome.
When the L’Osservatore Romano newspaper (which publishes nothing that the Vatican
doesn’t approve) asked him what this meant, he replied: “How can we rule out that life

may have developed elsewhere? Just as we consider earthly creatures as ‘a brother,’
and ‘sister,’ why should we not talk about an ‘extraterrestrial brother’? It would still be
part of creation”[v] and believing in the existence of such is not contradictory to Catholic
doctrine. [vi]
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Brother Guy Consolmagno with Pope Benedict XVI
Such statements are but the latest in a string of recent comments by numerous Vatican
astronomers confirming a growing belief (or inside knowledge?) that disclosure will be
made in the near future of alien life, including intelligent life, and that this encounter will
not challenge the authority of the Roman Catholic Church.
From the 70s through the 90s, it was Monsignor Corrado Balducci—an exorcist,
theologian and member of the Vatican Curia (governing body at Rome) and friend of the
Pope—who went perhaps furthest, appearing on Italian national television numerous
times to state that ETs were not only possible but already interacting with Earth and that
the Vatican’s leaders were aware of it. Furthermore, speaking as an official
demonologist, he said that extraterrestrial encounters, “are not demonic, they are not
due to psychological impairment, and they are not a case of entity attachment, but these
encounters deserve to be studied carefully.”[vii]
He even disclosed how the Vatican itself has been closely following the phenomenon
and quietly compiling material evidence from Vatican embassies around the world on
the extraterrestrials and their mission. For example, at a forum concerning the
enormous UFO flap in Mexico, he stated, “I always wish to be the spokesman for these
star peoples who also are part of God’s glory, and I will continue to bring it to the
attention of the Holy Mother Church.”[viii] Whatever you make of his claims, Balducci was
a member of a special group of consultants to the Vatican, a public spokesperson for
Rome on the matter of extraterrestrial life as well as UFO and abduction phenomenon,
and his assertions have never been contradicted by the Church.
Still, perhaps most intriguing was Catholic theologian Father Malachi Martin who, before
his death in 1999, hinted at something like imminent extraterrestrial contact more than
once. While on Coast to Coast AM radio in 1997, Art Bell asked Martin why the Vatican
was heavily invested in the study of deep space at the Mt Graham Observatory we
visited. As a retired professor of the Pontifical Biblical Institute, Martin was uniquely
qualified to hold in secret information pertaining to VATT. Martin’s answer ignited a
firestorm of interest among Christian and secular UFOlogists when he replied,
“Because the mentality…amongst those who [are] at the…highest levels of
Vatican administration and geopolitics, know…what’s going on in space, and
what’s approaching us, could be of great import in the next five years, ten years”
(emphasis added).[ix]
Yet, if ET life is something Vatican officials have privately considered for some time,
why speak of it so openly now, in what some perceive as a careful, doctrinal unveiling
over the last few years? Is this a deliberate effort by church officials to “warm-up”

the laity to ET disclosure? Are official church publications on the subject an
attempt to soften the blow before disclosure arrives, in order to help the faithful
retain their orthodoxy in light of unprecedented forthcoming knowledge?
Writing for Newsweek on Thursday, May 15, 2008, in the article “The Vatican and Little
Green Men,” Sharon Begley noted that “[this] might be part of a push to demonstrate
the Vatican’s embrace of science… Interestingly, the Vatican has plans to host a
conference in Rome next spring to mark the 150th anniversary of the Origin of
Species, Charles Darwin’s seminal work on the theory of evolution. Conference
organizers say it will look beyond entrenched ideological positions—including
misconstrued creationism. The Vatican says it wants to reconsider the problem of
evolution ‘with a broader perspective’ and says an ‘appropriate consideration is
needed more than ever before.’”[x]
The “appropriate consideration” Begley mentioned may have been something alluded to
by Guy Consolmagno three years earlier in an interview with the Sunday Herald. That
article pointed out how Consolmagno’s job included reconciling “the wildest reaches of
science fiction with the flint-eyed dogma of the unHoly See” and that his latest mental
meander was about “the Jesus Seed,” described as “a brain-warping theory which
speculates that, perhaps, every planet that harbours intelligent, self-aware life
may also have had a Christ walk across its methane seas, just as Jesus did here
on Earth in Galilee. The salvation of the Betelguesians may have happened
simultaneously with the salvation of the Earthlings.”[xi]This sounds like a sanctified
version of panspermia—the idea that life on Earth was “seeded” by something a long
time ago—but in this case, “the seed” was divinely appointed and reconciled to Christ.
The curious connection between the Vatican’s spokespersons and the question of
extraterrestrials and salvation was further hinted in the May, 2008 L’Osservatore
Romano interview with Father Funes, titled, “The Extraterrestrial is My Brother.” In
the English translation of the Italian feature, Funes responds to the question of whether
extraterrestrials would need to be redeemed, which he believes should not be assumed.
“If other intelligent beings exist, it is not said that they would have need of redemption.
They could remain in full friendship with their Creator.”[xii]
By “full friendship,” Funes reflected how some Vatican theologians accept the possibility
that an extraterrestrial species may exist that is morally superior to men—closer to God
than we fallen humans are—and that, as a consequence, they may come here to
evangelize us. Father Guy Consolmagno took up this same line of thinking when he
wrote in his book, Brother Astronomer: Adventures of a Vatican Scientist:
So the question of whether or not one should evangelize is really a moot point.
Any alien we find will learn and change from contact with us, just as we will learn and
change from contact with them. It’s inevitable. And they’ll be evangelizing us, too.[xiii]
But hold on, as this disturbing rabbit hole goes much deeper…
In a paper for the Interdisciplinary Encyclopedia of Religion and Science, Father
Giuseppe Tanzella-Nitti—an Opus Dei theologian of the Pontifical University of the
unHoly Cross in Rome—explains just how we could actually be evangelized during
contact with “spiritual aliens,” as every believer in God would, he argues, greet an
extraterrestrial civilization as an extraordinary experience and would be inclined to
respect the alien and to recognize the common origin of our different species as
originating from the same Creator. According to Giuseppe, this contact by non-terrestrial

intelligence would then offer new possibilities “of better understanding the relationship
between God and the whole of creation.”[xiv] Giuseppe states this would not
immediately oblige the Christian “to renounce his own faith in God simply on the
basis of the reception of new, unexpected information of a religious character
from extraterrestrial civilizations,”[xv] but that such a renunciation could come
soon after as the new “religious content” originating from outside the Earth is
confirmed as reasonable and credible. “Once the trustworthiness of the
information has been verified” the believer would have to “reconcile such new
information with the truth that he or she already knows and believes on the basis
of the revelation of the One and Triune God, conducting a re-reading [of the
Gospel] inclusive of the new data…”[xvi]
That high-ranking spokespersons for the Vatican have in recent years increasingly
offered such language acknowledging the likelihood of extraterrestrial intelligence and
the dramatic role ET’s introduction to human civilization could play in regard to altering
established creeds about anthropology, philosophy, religion, and redemption is set to
become more future-consequential than most are prepared for.
And then there is that LUCIFER device at Mt. Graham, which the Vatican denies being
connected to but we shall illustrate otherwise later in this series. LUCIFER is curiously
described on the Vatican Observatory website as “NASA AND THE VATICAN’S
INFRARED TELESCOPE CALLED [LUCIFER]—A German built, NASA and The
Vatican owned and funded Infrared Telescope… for looking at NIBIRU/NEMESIS.”
[xviii] Why has the Vatican Observatory website allowed this caption to remain? Nibiru
and Nemesis are hypothetical planets that supposedly return in orbit close to the earth
after very long periods of time. They have been connected in modern myth with “Planet
X” and most darkly with the destruction of planets that some believe occurred during a
great war between God and Lucifer when the powerful cherub was cast out of heaven.
Are Rome and other world powers using the LUCIFER device to observe
something the rest of us cannot see—something they believe represents this
ancient war (or worse, keeping eye on approaching end-times fallen angelic
transportation devices/UFOs, something Malachi Martin hinted at)?
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The latter theory is interesting in light of the demonic name of the infrared device.
Infrared telescopes can detect objects too cool or far away and faint to be observed in
visible light, such as distant planets, some nebulae and brown dwarf stars. Additionally,
infrared radiation has longer wavelengths than visible light, which means it can pass
through astronomical gas and dust without being scattered. Objects and areas obscured
from view in the visible spectrum, including the center of the Milky Way, can thus be

observed by LUCIFER’s infrared technology. [xix] But what UFO researchers have
fascinated about for some time now is how infrared technology can also be used to
spot and track Unidentified Flying Objects in the heavens that cannot be seen
with other telescopes or the naked eye. In fact, some of the most astonishing
UFOs ever caught on film have been recorded with infrared. What this has to do
with the arrival of Petrus Romanus and especially the global leader he will
celebrate is beyond disturbing and ultimately imminent.
http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/vaticana2.htm
--------------------------------------EXO-VATICANA (Pt 3)
As mentioned in earlier entrees, the mountain range in Arizona where the Mt. Graham
International Observatory and the LUCIFER device resides is considered one of the
holiest mountains in America for the Apache Indians.
History suggests part of the reason native peoples considered it “holy” -- and partly why
the mountain was selected by the MGIO consortium -- involves unusual atmospheric
activity there in ancient times when UFOs called “spirit lights” moved through the sky. It
is also considered the location of metaphysical 'portals,' and other supernatural
phenomena.
In 1988, an American science fiction-horror film titled “They Live”
(directed by John Carpenter) depicted a nameless drifter played
by professional wrestler “Rowdy” Roddy Piper who discovers
the ruling elite are in fact aliens that have hypnotized the
human race and are managing human social affairs through
subliminal messages concealed in memes and mass media.
In an important early scene, Nada, as the Piper character is
called, enters an alleyway and finds a box containing black
sunglasses. He puts on a pair and soon discovers they include a
very special filter. Looking through them he can see “the reality of
the bleak world,” that global media and advertising actually
contain totalitarian commands of obedience and conformity in
consumerism, to control an unwitting human population by
humanoid aliens with grotesque skull-like faces. xxix[i] Though a
commercial failure at the time, the film eventually made its way to the top 25 Cult
Classics, where it remains presently, according to Entertainment Weekly Magazine. xxx[ii]
The film and theatrical posters can often be found today in mocking editorials depicting
the goals of totalitarians and elitists, but another suggestion of the work that usually
goes without discussion is how the world really might be infested with non-human
agents of an unknown reality, about which the bulk of mankind is unaware.
Now we know that devils and their militaristic interest in people and geography
are a fact, according to the Bible. In the Old Testament, demons are seen as the living
dynamic behind idolatry (i.e., Deuteronomy 32:17), and in the New Testament, every
writer refers to their influence. Extra-biblical texts (referred to in the Bible) like the Book
of Enoch agree with this concern. Early church fathers also reinforced the belief that evil
spirits seek to thwart the will of God on earth through attacks on the body of Christ in
particular and against society in general, as unseen intermediaries—both good and
evil—attempt to influence humanity at home, in church, in government, and in society.

While the dominion of these entities and their goals are frequently overlooked, close
collaboration between these evil entities and unregenerate human social architects
operates on a regular basis outside the purview of the countless multitudes who are
blinded to their reality. In other words, as suggested in the film “They Live,” behind
governors, legislators, presidents, dictators, and even religious leaders, wicked spiritual
powers move throughout the machine of church, civil governments and media as freely
as they are allowed.
Eph 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high [places].
Eph 6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able
to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.
Eph 2:2 Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the
children of disobedience:
1Pe 5:8 Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,
walketh about, seeking whom he may devour:
1Pe 5:9 Whom resist stedfast in the faith…
Referring to Jesus Christ: Col 1:16 For by him were all things created, that are in
heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether [they be] thrones, or
dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for
him:
Pro 16:4 The LORD hath made all [things] for himself: yea, even the wicked for
the day of evil.
Referring to Jesus Christ: Col 2:15 [And] having spoiled principalities and
powers, he made a shew of them openly, triumphing over them in it.
Whenever such principalities recognize a religious or political body that has
become a force for moral good, they set about—through a sophisticated labyrinth
of visible and invisible representatives—to bring that organization down, one
righteous soul at a time.
It is within this concealed arena of evil supernaturalism that unregenerate men are
organized. Under demonic influence, they are orchestrated within a great evil system (or
empire) described in various scriptural passages as a satanic order. In more than thirty
important biblical texts, the Greek New Testament employs the term kosmos, describing
this “government behind government.” It is here that human ego, separated from God,
becomes hostile to the service of mankind while viewing people as commodities to be
manipulated in the ministration of fiendish ambition. Some expositors believe the origins
of this phenomenon began in the distant past, when a fire in the mind of Lucifer caused
the powerful Cherub to exalt himself above the good of God’s creation. The onceglorified spirit, driven mad by an unequivocal thirst to rule, conquer, and dominate,
spawned similar lust between his followers, which continues today among agents of
dark power.
At Satan’s desire, these evil entities command this supernatural, geopolitical sphere.
These rulers of darkness (who work in and through human counterparts) who in turn
command spirits of lesser rank until every level of earthly government, secular and
religious, can be touched by this influence. If we could see through the veil into this

domain, we would find a world alive with good against evil, a place where the
ultimate prize is the souls of men and where legions war for control of its cities
and people. With vivid testimony to this, Satan offered Jesus all the power and
the glory of the governments of this world. Satan said, “All this power [control]
will I give thee, and the glory of them [earthly cities]: for that is delivered unto me:
and to whomsoever I will I give it. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be
thine” (Luke 4:6–7).
According to the epistle of the Ephesians, it is this dominion, not flesh and blood,
where opposition to God’s will on earth is initiated. Whereas people and institutions
often provide the “faces” on our problems, the conflict originates beyond them, in this
place where unseen forces scheme.
2Cr 2:11 Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices.
These forces may indeed be more influential than anyone ever imagined. In fact, there
is a strong likelihood that the first murder recorded in Genesis was demonically inspired.
Did you ever wonder why “sin” is personified when God warns Cain "If thou doest well,
shalt thou not be accepted? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door. And
unto thee shall be his desire…" (Gen. 4:7). Doesn’t it seem odd that “sin” is a “him”
and if Cain does not do well he will be sin’s desire? How can “sin” have desire?
Comment: Because the sin is inspired by evil entities who have a
desire for anything unholy, sinful and evil. Sin does not lie in wait but
demons do. So, just prior to the first murder in history, “sin” is depicted
as a doorway-devil waiting for an opportune time, an invitation which
comes all too soon.
What if the reality described above is only part of the story? What if in at
least some instances there is something more physical than the
whispered influence demons can have on the human mind? What if
there are tangible nephilum human hybrids walking among us; fit
extensions for incarnation or embodiment of powerful alien-demonic entities, such as
the creatures in the movie “They Live” or the Giants/Fallen Ones of ancient days? Is
such a concept too incredible to be substantive? And is this secret knowledge why
Vatican Astronomer Guy Consolmagno (see entry #2) sent us the story of the Nephilim
from the Bible as an example of the kind of “space saviors” man will soon look to for
salvation, suggesting that Jesus himself was an alien-human hybrid?
Among secular and religious researchers today there is a contentious behind-thescenes debate going on in this regard, which has been growing in intensity over the last
few years among those who recognize first of all that genetically modified plants,
animals, and yes, humans are now reality. Unnatural forms of life first sprang up in
ancient days and according to the Bible & this is a repeatable phenomenon—that is,
human hybridization not only happened in earliest times, but was followed by at least a
second wave during the days of Abraham, Moses and the Davidic kingdom, and, more
importantly, was prophesied to erupt once more in the latter days by Jesus Christ
himself:
Luke 17:26 And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the
Son of man.

Matt. 24:37 But as the days of Noe [were], so shall also the coming of the Son of
man be.
Therefore, we shall show unequivocally that the question is not whether humans were,
can be or are being hybridized, but whether the so called “aliens” (which are nothing
more than demonic agencies) are involved in the process.
EXO-VATICANA (Pt 4)
Stories and legends extending as far back as the beginning of time in every major
culture tell the astonishingly consistent story of “gods” that descended from heaven and
materialized in bodies of flesh. Our working hypothesis is that the so-called
extraterrestrials are nothing new. Indeed, they have been with us all along. They appear
in our literature as far back as records extend.
Thus, from Rome to Greece—and before that, to Egypt, Persia, Assyria, Babylonia, and
Sumer—the earliest records of civilization reveal an era when powerful beings known to
the Hebrews as Watchers and in the book of Genesis as the benei ha-elohim (sons of
God) descended to earth, mingled themselves with humans, and gave birth to partcelestial, part-terrestrial hybrids known as Nephilim. The Bible says this happened when
civilization expanded and daughters were born to men. When the sons of God saw the
women’s beauty, they took wives from among them to sire their unusual offspring. In
Genesis 6:4 we read the following account: “There were giants in the earth in those
days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of
men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of
old, men of renown.”
When this Scripture is compared with other ancient texts, including those by early
Church Fathers, the firmly held ancient belief becomes clear that the giants of the Old
Testament, such as Goliath, were part-human, sometimes part-animal, part-fallen
angelic offspring of a supernatural interruption into the divine order and natural
propagation of the species.
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PARTs 1, 2 & 3: THE FIRST HYBRIDS–Detailed Study on the Nephilim, Giants, Fallen
Angels, The Book of Enoch, Jasher, DNA, Hybrids, Chimeras, Walk-ins, Soul Scalped,
Demon Possession, UFO’s, The Ascended Masters, Maitreya, Aliens, E.T’s, the Grays,
the Watchers and many historical writings pertaining to these subjects
----------------------------------------EXO-VATICANA (Pt 5)
On November 28th, 2012, during the third season of “Conspiracy Theory with Jesse
Ventura” the TruTV program looked into “human-animal hybrid experiments that
supposedly have gone beyond the Petri dish with rumors that a real-life ‘Planet of the
Apes’ is being created.” [i]
Season 3: Episode 4 “Manimal,” was described on Ventura’s website saying:
“Science has made major breakthroughs in drug research and transplant technology by
experimenting on ‘chimeras’– human/animal embryo hybrids. But these seemingly
noble goals may be covering up a much more nefarious purpose – to create half

human, half ape super soldiers, paving the way for a real life Planet of the Apes
showdown.” Among the scores of research papers, DARPA budget line items,
suspect locations where human-animal experimentation ethics may have passed
the curtain of acceptability, and media reports forwarded to the producers was a
Reuters news article dated November 9, 2009, titled “Scientists Want Debate on
Animals with Human Genes,” which hinted at just how far scientists have come
and how far they intend to go with human and animal hybridization. The news
piece started out, “A mouse that can speak? A monkey with Down’s Syndrome? Dogs
with human hands or feet? British scientists want to know if such experiments are
acceptable,” [ii] then continued with revelations that scientists inside Britain were
comfortable now with up to 50/50 animal-human integration. The article implied that
not all the research currently under design is kept at the embryonic level, and
that fully mature monstrosities (like the creature in the 2010 movie Splice) are
quietly under study.

Scene from the movie “Splice”
It didn’t take long to surmise if the Reuters article was simply speculating or if
indeed there were scientists already experimenting with human-animal creations
beyond the embryonic stage. In July, 2011, Britain’s Academy of Medical Sciences
(AMS) admitted in a 148 page report how such science is advancing so quickly
and being conducted in so many laboratories around the world without
appropriate oversight that an international regulatory commission is urgently
needed to oversee the creation of these part-human part-animal part-synthetic
chimeras. Interestingly, the AMS did not call for a prohibition of the science, but
rather an international supervisory body under which the science can fully and
officially proceed. In the précis of their analysis they considered “research that
involves the introduction of human DNA sequence into animals, or the mixing of human
and animal cells or tissues, to create entities we refer to as ‘animals containing
human material’” (ACHM). [iii] They then confessed: “Such approaches are longestablished, and thousands of different ACHM have been used in biomedical
research, yet they have received relatively little public discussion.” [iv] What type
beings did Britain’s leading scientists know of or suspect as now secretly under
study? From the summary of their paper we find:
Extensive modification of the brain of an animal, by implantation of human derived cells,
which might result in altered cognitive capacity approaching human ‘consciousness’ or
‘sentience’ or ‘humanlike’ behavioural capabilities.

Situations where functional human gametes (eggs, sperm) might develop from
precursor cell-types in an animal; and where fertilisation between human and animal
gametes might then occur [yes folks, we are talking here about animals that can
conceive from human sperm and give birth to human-animals].
Cellular or genetic modifications which could result in animals with aspects of
humanlike appearance (skin type, limb or facial structure) or characteristics, such as
speech [in other words hybrids]. [v]
Only one day after the Academy of Medical Sciences circulated this report, the popular
UK Mail Online published a story detailing how in just one instance, of potentially tens
of thousands:
Scientists have created more than 150 human-animal hybrid embryos in British
laboratories. The hybrids have been produced secretively over the past three years by
researchers looking into possible cures for a wide range of diseases. The revelation
comes just a day after a committee of scientists warned of a nightmare ‘Planet of the
Apes’ scenario in which work on human-animal creations goes too far. [vi]

While such chimeras are supposedly destroyed at the embryonic level
Comment: Yeah I am sure Satan (who is the author of all this playing God by
defiling every species on the planet) is playing nice and totally above board with
his admissions.
experts involved in the field who were interviewed by Reuters admitted “some scientists
in some places want to push boundaries.” [vii] In other words, there are Splice-like
creatures in laboratory settings now, locations that these scientists have left
unmentioned. Martin Bobrow, professor of medical genetics at Cambridge University
hinted why this is the case: “There is a whole raft of new scientific techniques that will
make it not only easier but also more important to be able to do these cross-species
experiments”. [viii] One place where researchers may have already considered this
research to be so “important” that it justifies pushing those “boundaries” the British

scientists alluded to, is the Yerkes National Primate Research Center at Emory
University in Georgia (originally located in Orange Park, Florida). It is one of eight
national primate research centers funded by the National Institutes of Health, both of
which have shown interest in combining animal and human genetics to create a new
species. The Discovery Channel on March 27, 1998 (in an episode of Unsolved History)
discussed a report by Dr. Gordon Gallup, a psychologist from the University at Albany,
on the Yerkes National Primate Research Center in which he confessed “a humanchimp hybrid was successfully engendered and born [at the center] but was destroyed
by the scientists soon after.” [ix] This should come as no surprise, as Emory’s professors
including Rabbi Michael Broyde have argued very recently that Jewish law would
support animalized humans so long as the technology produces superior people.
Comment: What Jewish law the Kabala and Talmud!! In an October 7, 2011 article
on the University’s website, Broyde says:
Genetic engineering (GE), in which the traits of different individuals, or animals, are
combined, already has resulted in amazing combinations... Jewish law would support
similar intentional human-human chimerism, in which the embryonic material of two
fetuses is mixed, or human-animal chimerism, in which the cells of a human are mixed
with cells of another mammal…. processes and technologies that result in healthy, or
healthier, children are intrinsically good and should be embraced, not feared. [x]
The first known genetically altered humans were born over a decade ago as a result of
an experimental program at the Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of St
Barnabas in New Jersey. An article at that time explained part of the research, saying,
“The babies were born to women who had problems conceiving. Extra genes from a
female donor were inserted into their eggs before they were fertilized in an attempt to
enable them to conceive. Genetic fingerprint tests on two one-year-old children confirm
that they have inherited DNA from three adults—two women and one man.” [xi]
Concerning these experiments, Dr. Joseph Mercola points out something very
important:
Today, these children are in their early teens, and while the original study claims that
this was “the first case of human germline genetic modification resulting in normal
healthy children,” later reports put such claims of absolute success in dispute
[meaning not all the genetically engineered kids were necessarily healthy].
Dr. Mercola continues: “It’s relevant to understand that these children have inherited
extra genes—that of two women and one man—and will be able to pass this extra set
of genetic traits to their own offspring. One of the most shocking considerations here is
that this was done—repeatedly—even though no one knows what the ramifications of
having the genetic traits of three parents might be for the individual, or for their
subsequent offspring. Based on what I’ve learned about the genetic engineering of
plants, I’m inclined to say the ramifications could potentially be vast, dire, and
completely unexpected.” [xii]
For those inclined to believe the astonishing report above was an isolated incident,
British scientists repeated the same experiments in 2008, and in 2012 the Oregon
Health & Sciences University (OHSU) conducted similar research aimed at producing
genetically engineered super babies. [xiii] Yet regardless how many times this and other
forms of human genetic tinkering have been secretly conducted outside public or
congressional review (historical precedence suggests many, many times), it is

important to understand how germline genetic engineering as was used in this one
example (where thirty genetically modified children were created) reflects the very
modus operandi that fallen angels used to introduce inheritable modifications to the
human genotype that give birth literally
worldwide to changes in the gene pool
through natural propagation. Dr. Mercola’s
concerns are thus highly appropriate in that
the current GE models on humans carry the
same potential as when “all flesh” was
corrupted in the Old Testament and had to
be destroyed by God. As a result, germline
engineering is considered by some
conservative bioethicists to be the most
dangerous of human-enhancement
technology, as it has the power to truly reassemble the very nature of humanity into
posthuman, altering an embryo’s every cell and leading to transferable modifications
extending to all succeeding generations. Debate over germline engineering is therefore
most critical, because once changes to “downline” genetic offspring are set in motion,
the genotype and phenotype (AKA: nature, physical makeup, and behavior) of mankind
will be altered with no hope of reversal, thereby permanently reshaping humanity’s
future. In spite of that, according to “ethicists” like Oxford University Professor Julian
Savulescu, not only do we have “a moral obligation” to engineer such people, but
embryos that do not meet certain genetic improvements in the future should not be
allowed to live. [xiv] Dr. Richard Seed, a physicist in Chicago went further, warning
anybody that has plans of standing in the way of this dream that they had better rethink
their opposition: “We are going to become Gods, period. If you don’t like it, get off. You
don’t have to contribute, you don’t have to participate, but if you are going to interfere
with me becoming a God, you’re going to have trouble. There’ll be warfare.” [xv]
Professors Seed and Savulescu are not alone in their strong beliefs. Dr. Gregory Stock,
a respected proponent of germline technology argues that “We have spent billions to
unravel our biology, not out of idle curiosity, but in the hope of bettering our lives. We
are not about to turn away from this,” he says. Elsewhere, Stock does admit, however,
that this could lead to “clusters of genetically enhanced superhumans who will dominate
if not enslave us.” [xvi]
Thus from the “Human-Ape Army” plans of Ilya Ivanov under Soviet dictator Joseph
Stalin [xvii] to the early part of the twentieth century where Adolf Hitler instructed Josef
Mengele to perform horrific experiments on live human beings in concentration camps
to test their genetic theories, to the U.S. where up until the 1970s more than sixty
thousand Americans were sterilized after being deemed of inferior genetic stock, the
dream of one day advancing the next step in human evolution through engineering
homo-superior has always had its champions. The difference until lately has been the
Frankensteinian visionaries lacked biotechnological skills and the public’s will to enable
“large-scale genetic and neurological engineering of ourselves.” [xviii] Today, that has
changed, the technology has arrived, and the will to birth a new form of man has at
least entered its fledgling state if not secretly advanced altogether. Even the recent
Olympics underscored this science, pointing out the specter of clandestinely modified

humans. Chinese swimmer Ye Shiwen’s superhuman-like performance led John
Leonard, the director of the World Swimming Coaches Association, to describe the 16year-old’s world-setting feat as ‘suspicious’, ‘disturbing’ and ‘unbelievable’. Authorities
who tested Ye Shiwen for drug abuse should have also checked to see ‘if there is
something unusual going on in terms of genetic manipulation,’ he said. [xix] Dr Ted
Friedmann, chair of the genetics panel of the World Anti-Doping Agency, agreed,
saying he ‘would not be surprised at all’ if genetic enhancements were not now being
secretly used on humans. [xx]
In other words, Aldous Huxley’s dystopian ‘Brave New World’ is already slipping in
under most of the public’s radar. Human pre-natal diagnosis, screening fetal genomes,
and designer children were just the first cracks in the dam holding back incremental
changes due the human genetic reservoir this century, and experts are now admitting it.
This includes the Academy of Medical Sciences mentioned
earlier which published “Human enhancement and the
future of work” wherein they documented the alarming
trend aimed at augmenting humans both cognitively and
physically. In this new study, the collaborative team
characterized serious concerns over the burgeoning
“hybrid age” as having already started and in which the
arrival of a new form of man is upon the horizon. What
new breeds of hominid do they foresee? An example from
page 26 of their work highlights how people could be
engineered to have serpentine qualities:
“Participants discussed how these kinds of techniques
may in the future aid research into the extension of the
range of human vision to include additional wavelengths.
Examples exist in animals, such as snakes that can detect
infrared wavelengths, which might provide a source of
research for developing approaches that can be used in humans. Potential applications
could be envisaged in the military, but also in other employment, from night
watchmen, safety inspectors, gamekeepers, etc, including the possibility of
enhanced vision at night.” [xxi]
To assure tomorrow’s snake people not only see in the dark but are appropriately
plugged into the end-times grid they will serve, the looming reptilian-humans will also
have Borg-like “physical and digital enhancements such as cybernetic implants and
advanced machine-interfacing technologies” according to the study. [xxii]
Whenever these authors speak on the subject of transhumanism and the looming
“human enhancement” era, people are surprised to learn the many ways in which the
United States government has committed taxpayer money to institutions such as the
Case Law School (Cleveland, Ohio) for developing the actual guidelines that will be
used for setting government and public policy around the next step in human evolution
through genetic alteration. Recently Maxwell Mehlman, the professor of bioethics at the
Case School of Medicine, began traveling the United States offering two university
lectures: “Directed Evolution: Public Policy and Human Enhancement” and
“Transhumanism and the Future of Democracy.” These talks are designed to inform
and persuade college students on the need for society to comprehend how emerging

fields of science have already set in motion what some are calling “the Hybrid Age,” a
time when what it means to be human will be forever changed.
It’s revealing that many of these technocrats admit being influenced by the works of
men like Friedrich Nietzsche (from whom the phrase “God is dead” derives) and
Goethe, the author of Faust. Nietzsche was the originator of the “Overman” which
Adolf Hitler dreamed of engineering. This is the “entity” that man (according to
Nietzsche) will eventually evolve into. Like the ancient Watchers before them,
transhumanists dream of giving life to Nietzsche’s “Overman” by remanufacturing men
with animals, plants, and other synthetic life-forms through, among other things, the use
of recombinant DNA technology, germline engineering, and transgenics, in which the
genetic structure of one species is altered by the transfer of genes from another.
http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/vaticana5.htm
EXO-VATICANA (Pt 6)
Based on facts detailed in the previous entries, we started this part of the investigation
saying the question is not whether humans were, can be, or are being hybridized, but
whether alien/demonic agencies are involved in the process.
Today, what some call “alien abduction,” in which a breeding program allegedly
exists resulting in alien/human hybrids, seems but a contemporary retelling of similar
DNA harvesting and genetic manipulation by those mysterious beings called “Watchers”
whose genetic modification activities we have discussed.
UFO researcher John Keel stated in Operation Trojan Horse:
“Demonology is not just another crackpot-ology. It is the ancient and scholarly study of
the monsters and demons who have seemingly coexisted with man throughout
history.… The manifestations and occurrences described in this imposing literature are
similar, if not entirely identical, to the UFO phenomenon itself. Victims of
demonomania [possession] suffer the very same medical and emotional
symptoms as the UFO contactees.… The Devil and his demons can, according to
the literature, manifest themselves in almost any form and can physically imitate
anything from angels to horrifying monsters with glowing eyes. Strange objects
and entities materialize and dematerialize in these stories, just as the UFOs and
their…occupants appear and disappear, walk through walls, and perform other
supernatural feats.”[iii]
Associate professor of psychology Elizabeth L. Hillstrom was even more inflexible on
comparisons between “alien” experiences and historical demonic activity, quoting in her
book Testing the Spirits an impressive list of scholars from various disciplines who
concluded that similarities between ETs and demons is unlikely coincidental. Hillstrom
cites authorities of the first rank including Pierre Guerin, a scientist associated with the
French National Council for Scientific Research, who believes, “The modern
UFOnauts and the demons of past days are probably identical,”[iv] and veteran
researcher John Keel, who reckons, “The UFO manifestations seem to be, by and
large, merely minor variations of the age-old demonological phenomenon.”[v].
The following is a chilling excerpt from Mack’s Passport to the Cosmos:
Some abductees feel that certain beings seem to want to take their souls from them.
Greg told me that the terror of his encounters with certain reptilian beings was so
intense that he feared being separated from his soul. “If I were to be separated from my

soul,” he said, “I would not have any sense of being. I think all my consciousness would
go. I would cease to exist. That would be the worst thing anyone could do to me.”[vi]
Mack recorded page after page of such transparently demonic phenomenon. Another
victim described her horror saying, “I knew instinctively that whatever that thing was
next to me wanted to enter me. It was just waiting to enter me.”[vii] Of course, this
screams demonic possession. In contrast, Jacque Vallée connects the dots by saying:
“The ‘medical examination’ to which abductees are said to be subjected, often
accompanied by sadistic sexual manipulation, is reminiscent of the medieval
tales of encounters with demons.”[viii] With these sorts of characterizations
coming from even secular scholars, it should be no surprise that we also connect
UFO/ET phenomenon with demonic activity.
The “ET religion” is used to refer to the false but positive aspect of ETs, who are
portrayed not as fallen angels and scheming demons, but as our saviors, creators, and
(in the hybridization myth) partners in continued evolution and survival.[xx] (emphasis
added)

